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WEEK 1   PRESTON ST TO RETHINK?, THE STONES RIDDLE. 

 
A damp and miserable Saturday am but the heavy         
downpours expected didn't materialize and we filled a        
whole page of signatures for the petition. 
Because of the weather the upper esplanade was        
locked and empty with admission for the BAi360        
being at beach level. 
On the upside - that green screen in the security hub           
(see inset) had been removed and our cherished        
view of our old lady was no longer obscured. 
 
  
 
 
  
            NOW VISABLE  - 150 YEARS OF OUR HERITAGE   
 

WILL PRESTON ST NOW HAVE SECOND THOUGHTS? 
We learn this week that traders in George St Hove are blaming pedestrianization for rapidly falling sales                 
and are now keen to restrict the pedestrian-friendly hours. 
They blame the absence of free parking in the area now that nearby Tesco have started charging. 
For decades Preston St Traders Association has talked about pedestrianization for Preston St and we               
wonder whether there will now be a similar change of heart? 
 
THE RIDDLE OF THE STONES 
in last month's blog we pictured the circular mound of stones at            
the front of our square thinking a passer-by had used the           
broken-off stones to make a statement about council cuts and          
mounting neglect. It transpires that this is more likely to be an            
example of a popular new craze or fad for stone-stacking here on            
the coast where there are plenty of pebbles. Skilled exponents          
build delicately balanced stacks several feet high. Our circular         
mound was created as a feature 50 or so years ago when the car              
park was dug out below the square. One day perhaps It could be             
transformed into a delightful little fountain when we reclaim this          
part of the square from the illegally parked motor-cycles.  

THE STACKING OF OUR STONES 



WEEK 2 REMEMBRANCE DECORATIONS  OUR TUNNEL IS TAGGED 
 
Another wet and miserable Saturday (Armistice Day) where no         
one was out and about to sign petitions so we abandoned our            
efforts till tomorrow 
The rusty black railings around our Memorial statue have been          
enlivened once again with bumper sized poppies in preparation         
for tomorrow’s day of Remembrance. 
Our rusty railings, (see inset) perilous stones and dirty steps are           
the key elements in our current petition to the council. 
We now have nearly a thousand signatures - our goal being 1250            
to warrant full council recognition of the petition. 
 
 
 
 
  
 

   
  PELLEAS MAKES A STATEMENT ABOUT OUR RUSTY RAILINGS! 
 
 

OUR TUNNEL HAS BEEN TAGGED    
 
This week the Regency Square Beach Tunnel has been         
defaced with less-than-lovely graffiti. (see photo alongside) 
Our proposed Beach Tunnel Community Exhibition of       
historical prints and photos is intended to include graffiti         
integrated into the whole with common local themes -         
which will be helped by having a graffiti curator. The hope           
is that this casual defacing graffiti will then be discouraged. 
Our tunnel has long been known as an avenue of          
anti-social despair (as have other Beach tunnels!) but we         
now have the support of the council - together with our           
neighbours - to upgrade it into an avenue of local historical           
interest which will add to its attractions in a positive way.   
 
As the tunnel has been closed anyway for more than two years during the i360 build it supports the                   
argument that it would be better if it was closed at night and we are hoping the council will grant a Gating                      
Order. The tunnel is very brightly lit (which will be good for the exhibition!) and it would save considerable                   
amounts of money if this was switched off at night or activated by movement sensor. (The lighting is not                   
the latest economical LED variety and we are told the 43 Lights are about 100 watts each which adds up                    
to a staggering 4300w burning brightly for 24 hours 7days a week) Even when the tunnel was closed and                   
locked for two years the lights continued to burn non-stop!)  
Great savings could be made if the tunnel were locked at night with the lights turned off.  
So we shall not be too discouraged by this latest incident which might in some ways actually give further                   
weight to our case. Watch this - brightly lit - space! 
 
WEEK 3   A BLEAK WINTER OUTLOOK, JAGUAR ON EVENT SPACE  
 
A cold Saturday morning with upper esplanade closed and with entrance and exit to the BAi360 pod being                  
down at beach level. At least that horrible green screen no longer blocks our view of the old West Pier.                    
Elsewhere in Brighton the Christmas lights are now lit while we in Regency Square have the prospect of a                   
whole winter facing an undecorated and locked empty space. 



We are pleased to learn this week that the BAi360 has won two of the 2017 Structural Awards which                   
celebrate the best in global engineering. They are supreme award for structural excellence and the               
award for tall or slender structure given each year by The Institute for Structural Engineers 
But from a local perspective things are not so rosy and our outlook is bleak.  Upper esplanade empty and 
locked for the winter. 
What makes things even worse is the closure during the week of the West Pier Tea Room which we                   
assume will be until the spring.  
Surely BAI360 could at least arrange some stylish Christmas decoration for us to look at?  
 
EVENT SPACE TRANSFORMED 

 
This week the Event Space earned lots       
of money for the Council and the       
BAi360 with a linked event involving      
Jaguar cars whizzing around in front of       
our Craft Arches. The white floor tiles       
(our empty swimming pool as it has       
been called) were protected (we     
would say enlivened! ) with a very       
colourful Jaguar flooring. 
 
 

 
         COLOUR FOR OUR EVENT SPACE 
 

 

WEEK 4  A CHILDREN'S LIBRARY FOR OUR SQUARE?  A FRIEND IN FOPA 
 
A cold Saturday morning. Investigation of early swishing sounds coming up from our beach tunnel proved                
to be the pressure washing-off of the new graffiti mentioned last week. Very quick response by the                 
Council is appreciated but why, when they had all the equipment there, couldn't they do all the walls and                   
floors of the tunnel and also the dirty floor outside the entrance alongside the West Beach Restaurant?                 
The top end of the tunnel is filthy. It could all have been done in not more than an hour.. 
 
NORFOLK SQUARE’S APPROACH TO CHILDREN 
Norfolk Square have reached across to children which might help to           
tear them away from their phones. They have located a Kids Little            
Tree Library in the centre of their square where children are           
encouraged to Take a book - Leave a book. Little toadstool perches             
are provided at the base of the treehouse library box for the            
children. 
 
It is a lovely idea reflecting Norfolk Square’s inclusive approach to           
their garden where they encourage all to participate in their          
activities and gardening projects. 
The Friends would be willing to arrange the purchase of a little tree             
box for Regency Square and would like to promote interest in this            
together with our kitchen garden idea mentioned in the last blog.           
Please let us have your views. 
 
 KIDS LITTLE TREE LIBRARY IN NORFOLK SQUARE 
 



FOPA - The Friends of Palmeria and Adelaide are now publishing our monthly blog on their website.                  
Some years ago they decided to go for free membership and this has helped gain support from all                  
residents - tenants as well as owner occupiers.  
It is the direction the Friends of Regency Square think we should be going. By which we mean inclusive                   
association as opposed to exclusive which subscription membership associations inevitably become.  
FOPA combine an interest in conservation issues (their latest plan is to identify the individual history of                 

each property in Palmeira Square)     
together with Friends activities such     
as gardening and they have     
embraced social media with a vibrant      
website proclaiming all their interests.  
 
While the West Pier Trust and the       
RSAS have been closely (but     
separately) involved with the fortunes     
of our square for many years there is        
something missing. The Friends of     
Regency Square really believe we      
should advance into a more modern      
form of association in order to attract       
the vital involvement of what will      
always be a limited number of      
volunteers 
   

                  A LINK WITH PALMEIRA  SQUARE 
Needless to say it would be better if we could put aside our differences. But The West Pier Trust with                    
their big business contacts are in danger of losing touch with the everyday activities of local residents                 
while the RSAS operate essentially as a conservation group mainly arranging events just for their               
members who are predominantly owner - occupiers 
“Merge the three groups into one” say many but this counsel of perfection will not be easy to achieve -                    
such are the major differences in approach.   Ho Hum!                                      NEIL ROSBOROUGH 27/11/2017 
 
 
 

 


